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India lives in a large, luxurious house with a mum she can't stand and a dad she adores,
though he hasn't had much time for her recently. She seeks solace in her journal, which she
keeps in sincere imitation of her heroine, Anne Frank. Treasure lives on the local council
estate with her loving and capable grandmother. She is devoted to her nan but lives in fear of
having to go back to live with her mother and violent stepfather. A chance meeting sparks a
great friendship between the girls. And when Treasure has to run away to avoid her
stepfather, India comes up with a hiding place inspired by her favourite writer. India hasn't
got a real secret annexe like Anne Frank - but she has got a hidden attic . . .THE STORY OF
TRACY BEAKER I'm Tracy Beaker. This is a book all about me. I'd read it if I were you. It's
the most incredible dynamic heart-rending story. Honest SHORTLISTED FOR THE
SMARTIES PRIZE AND CARNEGIE MEDAL Winner of The Oak Tree Award and the
Sheffield Children's Book Award THE BED AND BREAKFAST STAR I'm Elsa, and I'm hoping
to be a big star one day. I tell jokes all the time to try and cheer my family up. Trouble is, noone seems to laugh much any more. Not since we lost our lovely house nad had to move into
a bed and breakfast hotel WINNER OF YOUNG TELEGRAPH FULLY BOOKED AWARD Two
lively and hilarious tales from one of today's most popular authors for young
readers.Everything you could ever want to know about Jacqueline Wilson and her books in
one adorable, small, pink package. This is a must-have for fans, bursting with new titbits
from Jacky herself, info about the characters and plots, artwork from Nick Sharratt and
more.An ihrem 14. Geburtstag m chte April endlich herausfinden, wer ihre Mutter ist, die
sie nur wenige Stunden nach ihrer Geburt in eine M lltonne warf.Endlich als Taschenbuch
»Irgendwann habe ich meinem Bruder Jonathan erz hlt, dass ich ber das, was wir im
letzten Jahr erlebt haben, ein Buch schreiben will. Ein Buch ber selbst gebaute
Raumschiffe, Spezialisten im Schl sserknacken und Thermolanzen, ber die
Sp lmaschinen- Katastrophe und die Insel, die schon zu Wikingerzeiten alt war, ber Tante
Irenes Schatz Das hier ist das Buch.«A fantastic adventure for brave, feisty Hetty Feather one of Jacqueline Wilson's most well-loved characters. Since leaving the Foundling Hospital,
Hetty has seen her fair share of drama, excitement, tragedy and loss. After the death of her
beloved mama, she sets off to find a real home at last – starting with the search for her
father. But Hetty is no longer a simple country girl, and begins to fear she’ll never truly
belong anywhere. And even when she is reunited with her beloved childhood sweetheart
Jem, Hetty still longs for adventure – especially when an enchanting figure from her past
makes an unexpected reappearance. Could a more exciting future lie ahead for Hetty?Sylvie
and Carl have been friends since they were tiny children. They've always played together,
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called each other boyfriend and girlfriend and, deep down, Sylvie has always believed that
they'd end up married to each other. They even have a a magical fantasy world that belongs
to them alone. But as they become older, things are starting to change. Sylvie would still
rather spend all her time with Carl - but Carl has a new friend, Paul, who is taking all his
attention. Now, Carl seems much less happy to be called Sylvie's boyfriend - and in a game
of spin the bottle, he avoids having to kiss her. Sylvie can tell his feelings have changed and
that their future together might not be so clear-cut after all. But can she guess at the true
reasons behind it all? Touching and compelling, Kiss is a delicately handled treatment of love
and sexuality from award-winning Jacqueline Wilson.Daisy ist bergl cklich, als sie in ihrer
neuen Schulklasse endlich Freundinnen findet. Amy, Bella und Emily sind total nett, nur
Chloe erweist sich als gemeine Cliquenanf hrerin, die gegen Daisy ist. Ab 8.Charlie hat es
wirklich nicht einfach: ihre Mutter wird arbeitslos und mit ihrer neuen Lehrerin versteht sie
sich auch nicht. Diese setzt sie ausgerechnet neben Jamie, den gr ssten Streber der Klasse!
Und dann auch noch dieses Geschichtsprojekt ber die Viktorianer! Ab 10.Violet ist
bergl cklich: Sie hat endlich eine beste Freundin, die ihre Leidenschaft f r
zauberhafte Feen-Figuren teilt. Die neue Freundschaft tr stet Violet ber ihre schwierigen
Familienverh ltnisse hinweg und hilft ihr sogar, diese zu kl ren!The Jacqueline Wilson
Christmas Cracker is packed with brilliant Christmas stories, including a brand-new tale from
Jacqueline, and classic favourite Starring Tracy Beaker, in which Jacqueline's most famous
heroine gets the lead part in her Christmas play! There are tasty Christmas recipes, perfect
present tips, and fun facts all about Christmas. Plus, there's a special letter from Jacqueline
herself, so you can find out all about her own Christmas memories and traditions! Merry
Christmas from Jacqueline Wilson!Ellie und ihre beiden Freundinnen Magda und Nadine sind
unzertrennlich. Doch dann verknallt sich Ellie in den h bschen Russell, und fortan glauben
die Freundinnen, sie seien abgemeldet. Nadine f ngt einen heissen Flirt im Internet an und
die Katastrophe ist perfekt, als Ellie ihren Russell beim Knutschen mit Magda erwischt! Ab
13.A heart-warming tale of unconventional families and unconditional love; the perfect read
for Jacqueline Wilson fans, young and old(er). Shortlisted in the UK Author Category in the
National Book Awards 2018! One of The Observer's Best Children's Books of 2018! _____
Jacqueline Wilson's bestselling, ultra famous and TOTALLY BRILLIANT Tracy Beaker is
BACK!! Tracy has returned, hand in hand with her daughter Jess, she’s ready to make her
childhood dreams come true. Jess and Tracy Beaker are the perfect team. They do
everything together. Jess thinks Tracy is the best mum ever, even when she shouts at her
teachers! Tracy has made the perfect home for Jess, leaving The Dumping Ground far behind
her. Yes, their flat’s a bit mouldy. It’s only just big enough for two. And the Duke Estate is a
bit scary. But it’s their happy home. Until Sean Godfrey, Tracy’s rich boyfriend, whisks
them away to his mansion, life of fast cars and celebrity stardom. Will Jess’s brilliant mum
turn into a new person altogether? And will Tracy realise that her childhood dream might not
be what she needs after all? Jacqueline Wilson is one of the most loved authors for a reason.
Her characters never needed a cape, or a special power to be a hero to generations of
children; just huge imaginations, a bit of fierceness and a big heart. And there is no hero
fiercer or more iconic than Tracy. My Mum Tracy Beaker is a fantastic new story, reuniting
readers with a much-loved old friend (and some old enemies. . .) Just like old times, it’s
packed full of illustrations from Nick Sharratt. _____ Praise for Tracy Beaker: ‘Wilson can
still step effortlessly into the mind of a nine year old, and her chatty prose will sweep you
along’ – The Daily Telegraph ‘This warm-hearted story about the importance of family and
friends is classic Jacqueline Wilson’ – First News ‘[A] cosy woolly jumper of a book about
wish fulfilment and its alternatives’ – The ObserverElla's mum is in a deep coma, having just
had a new baby. That means Ella has to live with Jack, her hopeless stepfather, and cope
with her tiny newborn brother, as well as worrying about Mum. The only thing that's going
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right is her school project. It's all about whales and how they sing out to each other to attract
a mate - sometimes for hours. Maybe a whale song could reach Mum, wherever she is, and
bring her back to Ella and baby Samson. Surely it's worth a try?Diamond wasn’t always a
star. Born to penniless parents who longed for a strong, healthy son, she was a dainty,
delicate daughter - and a bitter disappointment. Discovering an extraordinary gift for
acrobatics, Diamond uses her talent to earn a few pennies, but brings shame on her family.
When a mysterious, cruel-eyed stranger spots her performing, Diamond is sold - and is taken
to become an acrobat at Tanglefield’s Travelling Circus. The crowds adore Diamond, but life
behind the velvet curtains is far from glamorous. Her wicked master forces Diamond to
attempt ever more daring tricks, until she is terrified to step into the ring. But there are true
friends to be found, too: the gentle Mister Marvel; the kindly Madame Adeline; and the
glorious Emerald Star, Tanglefield’s brand-new ringmaster, and Diamond’s heroine. When
life at the circus becomes too dangerous to bear any longer, what will the future hold for
Diamond? And will her beloved Emerald be a part of it?Prue und ihre Schwester werden von
ihrem Vater selber unterrichtet. Als dies pl tzlich nicht mehr m glich ist, m ssen sie die
normale Schule besuchen. Doch Prue macht eine komische Figur, da sie anders ist als die
anderen. Nur ihrem Zeichnungslehrer f llt ihr aussergew hnliches Talent auf. Das Macht
ihr Mut, doch sie verliebt sich auch in ihn.The very best stories about cats and dogs from the
world of children's literature, chosen by bestselling author Jacqueline Wilson! Includes a
brand new story by Jacqueline herself, Leonie's Pet Cat as well as extracts from treasured
classics such as The Hundred and One Dalmatians by Dodie Smith and Gobbolino the Witch's
Cat by Ursula Moray Williams, and from modern favourite writers such as Anne Fine and
Patrick Ness. The book also features personal new pieces from many authors about their
own treasured pets, with contributions from Michael Morpurgo, Philip Pullman, Malorie
Blackman and more. This is the purrfect book for animal lovers! For every copy sold, a
significant donation will be made to Battersea Cats and Dogs Home.April knows she was
abandoned in a rubbish bin as a newborn baby, fourteen years ago. Now she's happily settled
with her foster mother, Marion - but there's a part of April that's desperate to know where
she really came from, and who she really is. If only she could remember her real mother - or
even find her . . . An engrossing, engaging and highly moving novel from the acclaimed
bestseller Jacqueline Wilson.Lots of Jacqueline Wilson's characters are well-known and wellloved by thousands of readers: Hetty Feather, Ruby and Garnet, Pearl and Jodie, Elsa, Lily
and, of course, the brilliant Tracy Beaker! But how much do you know about Jacqueline
herself? Jacqueline takes a look back at her own childhood and teenage years in this
captivating story of friendships, loneliness, books, family life and much more. She explores
her past with the same warmth and lightness of touch that make her novels so special. Best
of all, she reveals how she was always determined to be a writer; from the very first story
she wrote, it was clear that this little girl had a very vivid imagination! But who would've
guessed that she would grow up to be the mega-bestselling, award-winning Jacqueline
Wilson? With original photographs and new illustrations by Nick Sharratt, this book is a
delight for all of Jacky's fans, and a treat for any new readers too.A wonderfully written and
engaging teenage memoir: read all about Jacqueline's problems with her family, her first love,
her school life and her friends. Read extracts from her real diaries and the stories she wrote
as a teenager; learn all about the music and books she loved, her troubled school life and her
parents' difficult relationship. Written in Jacqueline's usual and inimitable style, this will be
fascinating reading for her fans, and for anyone who's interested in what life in the UK was
like in the fifties and sixties.From the beloved children’s author of Hetty Feather, Tracy
Beaker and Rose Rivers. Opal Plumstead might be plain, but she has always been fiercely
intelligent. Yet her scholarship and dreams of university are snatched away when her father
is sent to prison, and fourteen-year-old Opal must start work at the Fairy Glen sweet factory
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to support her family. She struggles to get along with her other workers, who think she’s
snobby and stuck up. But Opal idolises Mrs Roberts, the factory’s beautiful, dignified owner.
The best thing about Mrs Roberts? She’s a suffragette! Opal’s world is opened to Mrs
Pankhurst, and the fight to give women the right to vote. And when Opal meets Morgan, Mrs
Roberts’ handsome son , and heir to Fairy Glen- she believes she’s found her soulmate. But
the First World War is about to begin, and will change Opal's life for ever. A brilliantly
gripping wartime story from the bestselling, award-winning Jacqueline Wilson.Jacqueline
Wilson's Happy Holidays is the perfect summer read for any fan! Don’t just spend your
summer holiday with just one pal from Jacqueline Wilson’s world, hang out with a whole
bunch of them! As well as puzzles, fun facts and activities this bumper book also features
short stories from: Tracy Beaker Hetty Feather Beauty (from Cookie) Gemma (from Best
Friends) Lily (from Lily Alone) Plus a holiday adventure with Tim and Biscuits from
Cliffhanger! Whether you’re spending the day making sandcastles on the beach, or spending
all your pocket money in the seafront arcades, it’s going to be an amazing summer with
Jacqueline Wilson!Here Comes the Bogeyman is an essential text focussing on critical and
contemporary issues surrounding writing for children. Containing a critically creative and a
creatively critical investigation of the cult and culture of the child and childhood in fiction and
non-fictional writing, it also contains a wealth of ideas and critical advice to be shared with
writers, students of children’s writing and students of writing. With scores of published
children’s fiction books and films to his name, Andrew Melrose shares his extensive critical,
teaching, writing and research experience to provide: a critical and creative investigation of
writing and reading for children in the early, middle and pre-teen years an accessible and
critically important challenge to the latest international academic research and debates in the
field of children’s literature and creative writing. an evaluation of what it means to write for
a generation of media-savvy children encouragement for critics, writers and students to
develop their own critical, creative and writing skills in a stimulating and supportive manner
guidance on writing non-fiction and poetry creative writing craftwork ideas which could be
used as seminar topics or as individual reflections This ‘one-stop’ critical and creative text
will be an indispensable resource for critics, writers and students interested in the cult and
culture of writing for children; on Creative Writing BA and MA programmes; Children's
Literature BA and MA programmes; English BA and MA programmes; Teacher Training,
PGCE students and for those studying at Doctoral and Post-Doctoral level who are interested
in writing for children.There's no one quite like my big sister Jodie . . . Quiet, cautious Pearl
has always adored her bold, brash, bad big sister Jodie. When their parents get new jobs at a
grand, fusty old boarding school, Melchester College, the girls have to move there - and
when they arrive, things start to change. Jodie has always been the leader - but now it's
Pearl who's making new friends. Jodie just seems to be getting into more and more trouble arguing with Mum, scaring the little children, flirting with the gardener. She really doesn't fit
in with the posh teenagers at the school. Pearl begins to wonder if she needs Jodie as much
as she used to. But when Firework Night comes around and a tragic event occurs, Pearl
realises quite how much Jodie means to her . . . A touching, powerful story from the megabestselling Jacqueline Wilson, told with warmth and sensitivity.Jacqueline Wilson is one of
the most popular writers for children in Britain today, and is ground-breaking in her frank
treatment of issues such as adoption, divorce and death. Addressing Wilson's work from a
variety of perspectives, this exciting volume brings together a range of new critical essays
from an international team of scholars.This completely revised and updated second edition
provides a comprehensive introduction to using play to communicate with troubled or
traumatized children and their families, and to heal emotional damage. The book gives
examples of good practice in different settings and situations. Drawing on psychodynamic,
systemic and attachment theory, the book provides an integrated theory base for using play
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in therapeutic work with children. It emphasizes non-directive approaches to therapeutic play
and play therapy, based on supporting the child’s developing self within the safe boundaries
provided by the setting and the worker’s emotional holding and containment. Areas explored
include: children with disabilities and illnesses daily living with abused and traumatized
children helping troubled families difficulties in early years children experiencing separation,
loss and bereavement children moving to new families. The Handbook of Play Therapy and
Therapeutic Play is an invaluable resource for all of those using play therapy with children
and will appeal not only to play therapists but also to professionals working in the broader
field of therapeutic play. It will be useful whether the readers are at the beginning of their
training or are well-established and experienced practitioners and managers.Sunset lives a
life of luxury with her beautiful ex-model mum, her world-famous rock star dad and her two
little celebrity siblings. But life on the red carpet is no compensation for parents who
constantly argue, intensive scrutiny from the media, and and having no real friends. Destiny,
on the other hand, is an only child living on a rundown estate with a sickly but devoted mum
who constantly tells her that she's really the daughter of a famous rock star . . . When the
two girls meet in unlikely circumstances, they are surprised to find in each other something
they've been missing all their lives . . .Charles Dickens is arguably the greatest storyteller in
English Literature and his novels have been loved and respected for nearly two hundred
years. As accurate reflections of Victorian society they are unparalleled. Vivid characters
and realistic settings are created in the mind of the reader, all laced with Dickens inimitable
humour, wit and lacerating political comment. This book aims to bring alive these characters
and settings in the minds of children. It provides a comprehensive resource for children not
only to learn about the literary heritage of the English language, but also to encourage them
to create meanings from these classic stories through their personal, social and cultural
experiences. The authors set each novel in context, providing a synopsis of the book, as well
as characters, settings themes and symbolism. Works covered include: A Christmas Carol
Bleak House David Copperfield Great Expectations Hard Times Oliver Twist But this book
doesn’t just aim to introduce classic literature to children; it also provides a wide range of
truly contemporary tools with which they can respond creatively, including: drama and film,
blogs, web 2.0 technologies, multimodality and animation and graphic novels. The book is
also accompanied by a CD which contains chapter outlines, extended text extracts, and
practical resource sheets, including PowerPoint presentations, book review templates and
flash cards, as well as a set of 8 week lesson plans for each novel. The Essential Charles
Dickens School Resource provides essential classroom learning material for teachers and
literacy co-ordinators teaching Key Stages 1 -3, as well as CPD students and those studying
on PGCE English/Drama courses.Jacqueline Wilson is one of the most popular writers for
children in Britain today, and is ground-breaking in her frank treatment of issues such as
adoption, divorce and death. Addressing Wilson's work from a variety of perspectives, this
exciting volume brings together a range of new critical essays from an international team of
scholars.THE STORY OF TRACY BEAKER I'm Tracy Beaker. This is a book all about me. I'd
read it if I were you. It's the most incredible dynamic heart-rending story. Honest.
SHORTLISTED FOR THE SMARTIES PRIZE AND THE CARNEGIE MEDAL THE BED AND
BREAKFAST STAR I'm Elsa, and I'm hoping to be a big star one day. I tell jokes all the time
to try and cheer my family up. Trouble is, no-one seems to laugh much any more. Not since
we lost our lovely house and had to move into a bed and breakfast hotel . . . WINNER OF
THE YOUNG TELEGRAPH FULLY BOOKED AWARDZocken mit Magie Fred und Ellie sind
Zwillinge. Keine eineiigen (weil sie Junge und M dchen sind). Aber sie m gen die gleichen
Sachen. Besonders Videospiele. Worin sie auch sehr gut sind. Nicht sehr gut sind sie in allem
anderen – zum Beispiel Fußball oder darin, sich gegen die Mobber in der Schule zu
behaupten. Dann bekommen sie vom merkw rdigen Mystery Man einen Spielecontroller, der
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so ganz anders ist als alle Controller, die die Zwillinge je gesehen haben. Ihre blichen
Spiele lassen sich mit ihm nicht fernsteuern. Als die beiden jedoch herausfinden, wozu der
Controller in der Lage ist, gibt es scheinbar endlich eine L sung f r all ihre Probleme, ja es
scheinen sogar ihre k hnsten Tr ume wahr zu werden The period following the death of a
friend or loved one can be tumultuous for anyone, but can be especially difficult for children,
with lasting effects if the loss is not acknowledged or supported. This book emphasises the
importance of listening to children and helping them to create positive bonds that can sustain
them as they go through their lives. It provides practical, creative approaches to support
children in their time of bereavement and to those whose loved one is dying. By recognising
feelings of pain, anger, and confusion through open and positive discussions, a child is able to
build emotional resilience and create enduring memories of the person they have lost. The
author explains the importance of developing continuing bonds between children and loved
ones in times of bereavement and offers practical ways in which these bonds may be
nurtured through creative activities, memory making, and personal storytelling.
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